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The Best Lawyers™ in the United Kingdom has recognized 36 lawyers in its 2023 editions at both

the junior and the senior level.

Thirty-one lawyers are listed on the main list, with Laura Wild (Leisure & Hospitality) joining the

ranking for the first time this year. Furthermore, five solicitors were named in the Ones to Watch

guide: Helen Armstrong (Banking & Finance), Nadia Hubbuck (International Arbitration), Kate

Jeffery (Information Technology Law), Andrew Leitch (Competition Law) and Iman Roy (Capital

Markets Law).

It was a particularly excellent year for Claire Watson, who was named a Lawyer of the Year for her

Real Estate Finance Practice. Her work focuses on transactions, acting for inward and outward

lenders on their major global matters. She also is experienced advising on investment-grade lending

acquisition finance and structured finance.

Best Lawyers names a single lawyer in each practice area in each geographic region as Lawyer of

the Year. Those honored have received particularly outstanding ratings in the surveys by earning a

high level of respect among their peers for their abilities, professionalism and integrity.

Since it was first published in 1983, Best Lawyers® has become universally regarded as the

definitive guide to legal excellence.
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https://www.bclplaw.com/a/web/etxsNPBoUMy7PU9UGMnSm5/42MKGU/bestlawyers-uk-2022-rankings.pdf
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Employment & Labor

Energy & Natural Resources

Environment

Insurance

Licensing

Planning & Zoning

Real Estate Finance

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


